
Word Embedding Models

• Baseline Fasttext (FT) (Bojanowski et al., 2016)
Incorporates subword information to model morphology

• Extension (Ext)
FT vectors using narrow and wide context windows con-
catenated to model both syntactic and semantic similarities

• Probabilistic Phrases with Extension (PP+Ext)
Ext vectors trained on multiple perspectives of each sen-
tence generated by randomly joining/separating phrases
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Systems for Representing Dialects in Common Space

Baseline representation
• Identity (ID)

Maps every word to itself; metric of dialect similarity

Single embedding model trained on combined DA corpora
• All Dialectal Arabic (AllDA)

One vector learned per type based on usage in all dialects

Dialect-specific models mapped into the same embedding space
• Supervised Vecmap (Svecmap) (Artetxe et al., 2016; 2017)

Mapping leverages an iteratively augmented seed dictionary
• Unsupervised MUSE (Umuse) (Conneau et al., 2017)

Mapping leverages adversarial training

Introduction

• We compare several methods for learning Dialectal Arabic (DA) 
word embeddings via bidialectal dictionary induction in Maghrebi 
(Mag), Egyptian (Egy), Levantine (Lev), and Gulf (Glf)

• DA word embeddings are typically noisy due to:
(a) Linguistic variation

(b) Scarcity of corpora
(c) Unstandardized orthography
(d) Morphological complexity

(a)–(d) reduce type frequencies causing data sparsity

(e) Orthographic ambiguity

• We target this noise with adaptations to the training pipeline that 
boost performance 2–53% in bi-dialectal dictionary mapping

• Most improvement is on low frequency forms, though high 
frequency forms improve slightly as well

Bidialectal Dictionary Induction Experiments

Metrics
• Precision at k = 1 (P@1)

Proportion of source words for which the nearest neighbor in 
the target dialect is a legitimate translation

• Recall at k = 5 (R@5)
Per-source-word average of the proportion of possible 
translations recalled in the nearest 5 target dialect neighbors

• Weighted Recall at k = 5 (WR@5)
R@5 weighted by source word type frequencies

Results

Findings

• PP+Ext generally outperforms other models according to all metrics, though improvement per R@5 is usually greater than per frequency
weighted WR@5. This suggests PP+Ext improves on infrequent words without compromising performance on frequent ones.

• Noisy P@1 results suggest the standard metric in the literature is not the most informative. High polysemy caused by DA’s 
orthographic ambiguity makes recall metrics more stable.

• Supervised mapping approaches outperform AllDA which outperforms unsupervised mapping. Yet, in less noisy environments, Artetxe
et al. (2017) and Conneau et al. (2017) report the same unsupervised mapping approaches to rival the performance of the supervised 
approaches. Hence, results achieved by imposing bilingual data scarcity constraints on non-noisy or monolingually rich 
environments may not generalize to truly low resourced, noisy, monolingually scarce environments such as DA.


